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Interview with Carolyne Wright
FRED A LSBERG :
You've traveled rather extensively. How have
these other places provided material for your po
ems? How has travel changed you as a person?
CA RO LY N E W R IG H T :
Travel takes me out of my routine, my A meri
can existence, and prods me to see the new locales
and their inhabitants, to experience their cultures
and languages, in a fresh way. Such fresh seeing is
a major source of creative stimulus— I love to en
compass new places by writing about them, and to
make my own contributions to that quasi-genre,
the so-called travel poem, of which Elizabeth
Bishop was such a fine practitioner. My poem,
“Studies with Miss Bishop,” in the Under the Sign
of Cancer manuscript, is immediately preceded by
a poem which Bishop might have enjoyed, had she
lived long enough to read it— a sestina entitled “If
This is Wednesday, It Must Be Vienna.” The title
is a spoof on the film title, “If It’s Tuesday, It Must
Be Belgium,” a comedy about European travel via
package tours. (I haven't seen this film, but the title
always amused me.) “If This is Wednesday, It Must
Be Vienna” explores, both humorously and seri
ously, the ways in which travel changes the trav
eler— and it also questions the ways in which trav
elers change the places they visit: the affluent trav
elers (the “ugly Americans” especially) who “com
plain loudly about everything” and demand that
‘the world change for us!” ; the consequent prolif
eration of tourist accommodations “that crowd
more local people out of the city”; the American
ization of so much of the world that it becomes
harder and harder ever to get away from our own
consumerist reflections; the way Everyw here
Else seems to be gradually evolving into one
s ta n d a rd iz e d M a c E ls e w h e re , a s o rt o f
w w w .stn p m a llw o rld .c o m . The sestin a c o n 
cludes, “ Who then, by travel in those days, will
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be c h an g ed ?” B ishop's poem , “Q u estio n s of
Travel,” lurked somewhere in the recesses of my
consciousness as I wrote this sestina. One of the
purposes of travel is to change ourselves, to grow
and extend our understanding of ourselves and oth
ers in their cultures and languages and geographies.
I hope that that will always remain possible.
A LSB E R G :
Some of your poems deal with the way politi
cal realities affect people's lives. Do you consider
yourself a poetic activist?
W R IG H T:
Poetic activist—I like that term! Yes, I suppose
I am one, owing to major transformative experi
ences early on in my life as a poet. On September
11, 1973, the government led by Chile's President
Allende was overthrown by the military forces of
General Pinochet. Thousands were killed, and
thousands fled in exile. My most recent book, Sea
sons o f Mangoes and Brainfire (Lynx House Press,
2000), is in part a poetic memoir of the year I spent
in Chile, and travelled elsewhere in Latin America,
on a Fulbright Study Grant during the presidency
of Salvador Allende. This book is, so far, the most
representative of the poetic activism in my work.
These poems are haunted by memories of a Chile
that is no more, and by the poet-speaker's ques
tions about what became of the acquaintances and
companions she left behind--at least one of whom,
the popular composer and singer Victor Jara, was
tortured and m urdered by m ilitary guards in
Santiago's National Stadium within a few days af
ter the overthrow. The speaker attempts to recol
lect and re-establish connections with those miss
ing, departed, silenced, or lost in the drift of years;
to re-enter her relationships with the people who
inhabit them; to recreate lives and situations in the
context of the overwhelming national events in
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elem ent, what have been called imagistic narra
tives: poems moved not only by the pressure of
events from history and individual memory, but
also by the images and music inherent in the voices
of the poems' speakers. This sort of lyrical/imagistic narrative poem—informed by memory, im agi
nation, and landscape both physical and psycho
logical-hopes to give voice to individuals whose
private lives have been deeply marked by larger
public events o f history. A greeing with W. H
Auden, a poet very much affected by the public,
historical events of his day. I think that poetry in
itsell doesn’t make much happen, but through the
arts we still must try, as Rainer M ana Rilke said,
to change our lives. I don't think that poems them 
selves can change much, but I have hope that read
ing or listening to such poetry can make us more
sharply aware ol how others live, can hone our
empathy for others by awakening our imaginations
to their lives. Then we can treat others more hu
manely, and if everyone acted in accordance with
their most humane selves, then how conflict at all
levels would diminish!

which human connections were formed and then
ALSBERG:
cut off, events that would disrupt and destroy many
Is open form a hybrid of form and conversa
individual lives and relationships. Other poems tion?
deal with the speaker’s experiences with marginal
WRIGHT:
conditions and people in her own country— on res
I ve never thought of open form in this manner
ervations, in small towns, among Holocaust survi before, but the question makes me re-think this is
vors conditions which prevent her from ever sue. I would say that all poetry is a form of con
wholly identifying with her country’s dominant versation, whether it's written in so-called free
culture. The book's second section, "Flowers in verse-open fo rm -o r in form. In fact, many of my
Winter," consists of one long narrative poem set in
most formal p o e m s-se stin as, sonnets, double
Europe at the height of the Iran-Iraq War. It
abecedarians—are the most conversational, attempt
chronicles an American woman's encounter with ing to talk to the person to whom the poem is ad
a Near Eastern man, tracing the interaction between
dressed, to resume communication after loneO sithese two lovers of opposing nations, and the cul .
lence or clarify some misunderstanding of many
tural and political forces that draw them togetheryears' duration. I suppose that the ostensibly in
-and ultimately drive them apart. The book is com
formal structure of open form gives it the appear
prised primarily of narrative poems with a lyrical
ance ol conversation s spontaneity, the impromptu
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turns and shifts of unscripted dialogue. O f course, silly, it's a great exercise for students, because it
most open form is not as free as the term free verse compels them to read a model poem closely, then
might suggest. It adheres to the poet's internal sense they learn from that poem by incorporating ele
of rhythm within each line, or within each phrase ments from its language and structure in their own
as that phrase enjambs from one line to another. It reply. The student's poem gains in authority, too,
strives for various similarities of sound—allitera because it makes close allusions to another work
tion, assonance, consonance, etc.—within lines and of literature. And in a more basic way, we all learn
groups of lines and phrases. It uses line breaks to to talk by imitating what we hear people say, and
underscore meaning or enhance nuances of mean then creating our own variations from our evering. I could give any number of examples to illus increasing stock of imitated sounds and words and
trate how these formal considerations function phrases.
within free verse. And most human conversation
also has an underlying structure, and follows vari
ALSBERG:
What do you think of prose poems? Are lines
ous rules of verbal and oral give-and-take, depend
ing on the relationship of the speakers to each other. and line breaks too useful to be dispensed with?
There's an exercise I call "The Poet Writes Back /
WRIGHT:
Strikes Back, which I give to students, and which
I haven't w ritten that many prose poems,
I have "committed" myself several times. It's an though I'm not sure why. Probably because yes, I
other form of poetic conversation. You take a poem do feel the need for lines and line breaks, for that
or body of work by another poet, and write a reply tension between the rhythm of the line and the
to it. An early exam ple of this is Christopher rhythm of the phrase as it moves athwart the lines,
Marlowe's "The Passionate Shepherd to His Love," enjambs from the end of one line to the beginning
w hich Sir W alter R aleigh critiq u ed in "The of the next; and the turns that line breaks give to
Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd." Another pair is phrases, the nuances of meaning that are height
Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach," whose senti ened by these sorts of shapings. In fact, "The
mental ideals are savaged in Anthony Hecht's "The Room," one poem in the selection published here
Dover Bitch." Like Raleigh's poem, this exercise in Westview, was a prose poem in its early drafts.
can be a witty riposte in the same form as the origi But I felt that the drama, the significance of many
nal, or a parody that makes a serious point, like phrases, got lost in the block of double-spaced
my own reply to James Wright's "As I Step Over a prose text. Without the white space to set the fig
Puddle at the End of Winter, I Think of an Ancient ure (the poem) off against the ground (the white
Chinese Governor." My poem is called "As I Drive space), the distinctive graphic shapes as well as
Over an Irrigation Ditch at the End of Summer, I the rhythm and sound-driven narrative force of the
Think of a Small-Town American Preacher," and lines were dissip ated , and the page was too
it's seriously silly in all aspects, a great hit at read crowded with words! So I broke "The Room" up
ings on Midwestern campuses. The poem closely into lines.
parallels the form and rhetorical progressions of
Wright's poem, but it questions religious bigotry,
ALSBERG:
technology's control over our lives, and the scary
Does writing poetry heighten your conscious
realities of living in the shadow of the mushroom ness? If so, in what ways?
cloud. Audiences laugh, then wince. I'm mention
WRIGHT:
ing only humorous examples here, but serious or
Absolutely! Or, more precisely, I'm on a life-
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long search for heightened consciousness, everdeepening aw areness-w hatever one prefers to call
it--into the m ysteries o f the human heart and
psyche, the nature of life in all its multiplicity and
wonder. Poetry, an art form I practice because noth
ing else gives me such profound aesthetic and psy
chic gratification, is my principal means of inner
discovery. Sometimes there are truths I don't know
until I have written them, and suddenly I under
stand: that "Ah-hah" moment. That's the explor
atory quality I seek in language as I write. "Cel
ebration for the Cold Snap," for example, is a poem
in which the speaker is trying to withdraw from
"the Big World / and its confusion of envies," to
give up the sorts of expectations about other people
that lead only to disappointment. As I wrote, I was
looking for items for the speaker's list of "things /
[she] can do without." The image that came to me
in response was "gifts / and their impossible de
mands." I had been experiencing a similar psychic
process for the past several months, but until then
I hadn t really understood the quality of emotional
exhaustion or need for withdrawal that would make
a gift feel like a burden, the ways in which a gift
can impose obligation on the recipient. Even if that
gift were a new suitor’s offering of love. Although
I may write poems with speakers expressing their
losses, I have managed to keep my own ideals and
sense of wonder, without getting jaded or embit
tered by life's inevitable disappointments. I’ve been
fortunate to keep my optimism, in part because
writing has given me the means to see more deeply,
past mere reactive behavior and thinking (my own
angers and disappointments at certain people or
situations), into a deeper view of "the dream the
world is having about itself," as one of our great
est poet-sages, William Stafford, called it. But I
have to say that the practice of writing poetry
heightens my consciousness through language
above all. through working and playing with lan
guage.

ALSBERG:
How do you as a poet transform the language
we all speak into poetry? In other words, can you
shed light on the mystery of com position? Your
methodology?
WRIGHT:
What I say here is in a sense an extension of
the previous response. I play with language to
heighten it, make it do more than the everyday
tasks; I try to make it sing, shout, growl, laugh,
even gesticulate wildly! And of course I want to
echo other poems and make allusions to history,
mythology, science, contemporary cu ltu re-so that
the total effect is nuanced and layered in all as
pects. I don't have any particular methodology ex
cept to listen inwardly, when I feel a nibble of lan
guage on the mental fishline—there's a piece of figu
rative language. The language has to be allowed
to come into my awareness. Very occasionally I
receive a great g ift-a poem, usually a shorter one,
comes to me whole, often as I'm falling asleep; it
presents itself as a sort of silent stream of words in
a half-waking dream. At times it's a sequence of
lines, part of what will be a longer poem. What's
really happening, I think, is that as I relax and
drowse into sleep, part of my brain begins to prac
tice poetic composition. It's a wonderfully effort
less process, without the usual distractions and
hesitations that the waking mind can throw up as
obstacles, and the poems usually cohere in their
language and rhythms as unified wholes. Som e
times I can see the lines form in my mind's eye, as
if I am just then writing them; sometimes they
present themselves as if already written down, in a
sort of large scrawled handwriting. But then I must
pull myself up from the drift into sleep, and really
write the lines down, or else they're lost forever in
the receding tide of sleep. O f the poems published
here. Stealing the Children" came to me in a sort
of waking dream. One summer afternoon, while
visiting Cheyenne. Wyoming. I took a walk from
one end of town to the other as a thunderstorm
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brewed on the horizon, and a dusty wind blew
through the sage-colored grass. Cheyenne is a
major rail freight depot for the Mountain states, so
I found myself walking along and across railroad
tracks. After I returned to the house where I was
staying, the poem presented itself to me in its en
tirety, and I wrote it down, making only a few
changes and additions later before I typed it up as
you can read it now. Let me stress that this effort
less, whole-poem-at-once method of composition
is unusual. Most poems come to me one line or a
group of lines at a time. I write poetry at any time
of the day or night when I'm moved to do so, or
have free time. The best time, though, is in the
morning when I wake—before I even have the first
cup of coffee!—or at night in the hour or so before
sleep. I start by reading a few poems by someone
else—Pablo Neruda, Cesar Vallejo, or Jorge Luis
Borges in the original are good; or any Englishlanguage poet or poetry in translation that I'm read
ing at the time—then I read the earlier lines of what
ever poem I'm working on, revising as I go. New
lines arrive to add themselves to the existing ones;
I look for lines and images that surprise me, and
when the first language that comes isn't so inter
esting, I just write it down and go on. Later on I
will "beef up the lingo" in weaker passages, make
it stronger and sharper, imagistically and rhythmi
cally more powerful. That's more or less how I
wrote "Love Affair in a Small Town," in increments
of several lines per night over the course of a week
or so; perhaps the nostalgic, dreamy tone of the
poem reflects the process of its creation.
ALSBERG:
How does figurative language function in your
poems'* At what moments do you like to employ it
and for what purposes? Ideally, how should it
work?
WRIGHT:
My watchword: "All figurative, all the time!"
Just kidding, but I do believe in the precision of
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detail to illuminate the truths the poem conveys.
"No ideas but in things," Williams said, or was it
Pound? Anyway, for me that's a key principle and
strategy in all my poems. I avoid the big abstrac
tions, except when they're embedded in a figura
tive matrix. I have a warm-up exercise I use and
give to students, called "The Green Sky of Regret."
The adjective noun of abstraction. The name itself
is one of the images—I can use an abstraction that
denotes an emotion, regret in this case, because
it's placed with the odd and unnerving green sky.
Now that I live in Oklahoma, I know that a greentinged sky signals tornadoes, it's a storm warning,
but I didn't know that when I invented the image.
What is the relationship between a tornado warn
ing and regret? I don't know, at least I don’t con
sciously know, but it's an image that teases the
imagination, draws us into the mystery of a feel
ing like regret, as given figurative embodiment in
concrete, specific language. Any such image will
do, if it has grace, inventive energy, and a bit of
mystery that prevents the intellect from figuring it
out immediately: the taut clothesline of memory,
truth's sodden shoes. Your glittering disco-ball
heart! W hatever—I just made those up, now I have
to use them in a poem. Watch for it!
ALSBERG:
Love in your poems is often pleasingly epi
sodic and mourned for later. Is that the inherent
nature of romantic passion?
WRIGHT:
I can't speak categorically about the nature of
romantic passion, since I have only my own expe
riences to go on, and to some extent, the experi
ences of friends, based on what they choose to tell
me. Wise advice I've received from older mentors,
counselors, and some intelligently written books
has also helped to extend and enrich my under
standing here. And since I'm single and not seeing
anyone at present, I have a renewed interest in the
subject! What I learn from future experience may
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alter what I say here, and may lead to new poems
with more universally applicable insights. As I said
earlier, I haven't lost my optimism about life, that
it can continue to surprise and delight! But back to
poetry that deals with these matters: most of it is
not straightforwardly autobiographical, and it's a
mistake, I think, to go to such poems for the reallife "goods" on some affair. It's probably im pos
sible for a poem to convey precisely the signifi
cance that a relationship had in real life, though
certainly Ted Hughes made a valiant and heart
rending attempt in Birthday Letters, the poetic
memoir of his marriage to Sylvia Plath. In some
of my poems, the romantic relationship is som e
what fictionalized-to protect the guilty!—in oth
ers, the affair gains more dramatic importance than
it had in life just by getting a whole poem to itself.
(Sorry, guys!) And one doesn't write about every
human interaction in one's life. Why poems emerge
about some friends or family members or lovers,
and not others, is a mysterious interaction in itself
between the poet's life and the creative process. I
haven't finished any poems, for example, about the
longest partnership of my life so far (one of two
de-facto marriages), or about a recent and intensely
significant, still-evolving relationship-tumed-tofriendship. I may need to process more before writ
ing about this one, and the long relationship isn't
interesting enough at this point to engage with it
in poetry. (Sorry, guy!)The relationships that have
become occasions for poems tend to be those which
interest me dramatically, but from which I have
some aesthetic and emotional distance. They can
be either happy and positive, or difficult and
troubled-each presents its own dramatic chal
lenges for poetry. In "Love Affair in a Small Town,"
for example, the speaker expresses a deep and af
fectionate appreciation for all the details of the af
fair: intimate, humorous, poignant details. In real
ity as well, the poet had a lot of affection for the
lover, but she wasn't in love with him, or, more
important, she wasn't interested in staying with him

long-term. So she could savor the affair with a cer
tain compassionate and cheerful detachment. Since
both lovers were still involved long-distance with
other people, and not certain about commitment
to either, neither lover in the poem is hoping for
the other to be "any more or any less than what we
were." The lovers' expectations were quite openended: "We never even asked W hat next . . . and
we had a whole continent / in which to change our
minds." The real-life relationship was still under
way as the poem was composed, and the poem is
quite faithful in tone and detail to its source, ex
cept that the speaker's feelings for the lover may
be more heightened in the poem than in actual fact.
I suppose another question would be: why write
about passion and romance, why not something
less revealing? If I felt I had anything to hide, per
haps I would shy away from such intimate topics,
but I think my experiences are not unusual, and in
fact are probably pretty representative for Ameri
can women who cam e o f age from the 1960s
through the 1990s. What really interests me in any
kind of human interaction is what interests me
about travel and discovering other cultures: the
adventure of trying to understand those cultures
or those persons on their own terms, not as I want
to see them, but as they really are. So it's not as
much about romance and passion by themselves
as it is about a larger human understanding. Other
than family—parents and siblings especially—whom
do we get to know as closely as a lover or mate?
What interests me for the future is what I would
write about a really long-term relationship, an en
during marriage, for ex am p le-if I have the good
fortune to meet someone with whom there’s ro
mance and passion, and also the mutual desire to
make a realistic commitment based on solid af
finities, common goals, and values. That for me
would be a new frontier for poetry: the adventures
of continuity in one long partnership, of exploring
depths and nuances that don't have the scope to
develop in most shorter relationships-I want to
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learn and write about those.
ALSBERG:
How would you like to see your work evolve
in the coming years? Any current dissatisfactions?
WRIGHT:
First, I'd like to finish a few projects currently
underway. I've recently completed a manuscript of
poetry long in progress, entitled Under the Sign of
Cancer, which has a different voice and somewhat
different thematic concerns than Seasons of M an
goes and Brainfire. It's a book of exploration of
self and of dynamics between friends and family
members and lovers. Several poems are set in Eu
rope and other locales of "Western Canon"-type
High Culture, and most of the poems' allusions and
references are to figures of Western literature and
history and aesthetics. I jokingly call it my "artsyfartsy" collection. Many of the poems are in form:
sestinas, pantoums, an acrostic, a three-sonnet nar
rative poem, a few double abecedarians, and one
"ghazaloid"—not a true ghazal by Agha Shahid Ali's
rigorous Arabic-Persian-Urdu standard, which I
highly respect, by the way—but one which bows
deeply to the form while politely flouting it. This
book is scheduled for 2002 publication by Invis
ible C ities Press, in a series edited by Roger
Weingarten. I've been sending out various incar
nations of the manuscript for years—I won't say
how many!—to most of the publishing competi
tions and poetry series, and finally an editor in
vites me to send it for a senes. One major project
is to complete the investigative memoir of my ex
periences in Chile during the presidency of Salva
dor Allende, The Road to Isla Negra, portions of
which have received the PEN/Jerard Fund Award
and the Crossing Boundaries Award from Interna
tional Quarterly. This book grew originally out of
the narrative poems in the new poetry collection,
Seasons of Mangoes and Brainfire, because there
were so many stories to tell, details and social nu
ances, which I could not convey fully in the po
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etry. I hope to finish this book in the next year; I
made two return trips to Chile in 1999 and observed
the presidential election in December 1999—the
first Socialist to head the country since Allende
was freely elected. The other major project is a
"memoir in poetry," entitled Reflections in Blue, a
series of lyrical-narrative poems set principally in
New Orleans and involving an interracial couple,
artists and writers. This is a deeply felt and nuanced series, involving all those negotiations be
tween race, history, society, expectations from fam
ily and self, the challenge of finding a place to
gether with both races, both families, shiftings and
dislocations both personal and political—and ulti
mately the personal conflicts that pull the couple
apart. This collection should take the previous
question you asked here in new directions, but since
it's very much in process, I won't say more now.
One African-American poet said to me once that
the relation between the races was America's most
important subject. I think he's found it ironic and
disconcerting that this has become one of my sub
jects, with the larger socio-political and racial is
sues embodied in microcosm in the dynamics be
tween two individuals. It's still fairly uncommon,
I think, to explore these dynamics from the per
spective of the white, female member of the couple.
Other projects are the manuscript of "Eulene" po
ems, the anthologies of translations of Bengali
women poets and writers, the memoir of the years
in Bengal, but these are more or less on hold at
present. I suppose one dissatisfaction is that I
haven't got all these books completed yet! The
major reason is that with a series of one-year or
even one-semester university teaching positions
over the last decade or so, I have had to move for
every new job. Moving is not the same as travel!
Moving means perpetual transition, spending lots
of time packing up and unpacking my entire little
household, making all the arrangements for such
moves, giving my change of address information
to everyone, closing down old and setting up new
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bank accounts and phone service and utilities and
health-care providers and car registration, then
getting to know new towns and university com 
m unities and sets of colleagues and local-area
friends, in the few months before I have to start
the whole process again. Certain research and writ
ing materials simply don't get unpacked, because
it's more efficient to work on the books that re
quire less research and no research assistants—
whom I wouldn't be able to use anyway because
much research assistance isn't available to visiting
faculty. O r if it is, I don't have time to avail myself
of it because I must use much of my non-teaching
time to apply for next year's job! Such disruptions
have delayed the prose memoirs and anthologies
especially. 1 have been glad for the richness and
diversity of experience in living and working in so
many places, and I confess that I haven't really been
ready to stop and stay in one place, until recently.
But now I'm hoping that I can trade this itinerant,
academic-migrant-worker life for the next adven
ture—the new frontier called continuity! One on
going job in one community! I love teaching, it's
what I'm meant to do along with writing, and I
want to stay with it, not give it up— which would
mean an even more intensive starting-over in a new
career. Notice, however, that my dissatisfactions
are with the vagaries of "po-biz"— not with poetry
itself, not with the wonderful vocation of writing
it and sharing it with others.
ALSBERG:
Any advice for young writers concerning the
drafting process? Or anything else concerning the
craft?
WRIGHT:
After the last response, you might think that
my advice w ould be to groan with Shelley's
Ozymandias: "'Look on my works, ye Mighty, and
despair!"' But seriously, I'd say to read as much
poetry as well as prose-fiction, creative nonfic
tion, works of science and history and biography

and fine arts and m usic—as you can. Learn another
language and translate some of its p o etry -fo r your
own edification, to get close to those poems, even
if publishing the translations isn't possible. Write
every day, revise if nothing new comes to you, write
prose if no poetry comes. Keep a journal of notes
and images and possible titles for poems, also
dreams and narratives of interesting interactions
you observe or take part in, reconstruct dialogue,
whatever. This will be your source material for
future poems, a sort of hopper, as one poet-friend
calls it, to draw from. Keep the journal (or a few
blank pages from it) with you at all times, so you
can note down any line that comes, and not forget
it. Who cares if people think you're obsessive! You
learn to be unobtrusive and matter-of-fact about
making notes, and people finally don't even no
tice. 1 use loose ruled notebook paper, 8 1/2” x
11 , which I keep in a ringbinder of the same size;
I ve been using that size of paper and ringbinder
for more than twenty-five years now. It’s a very
organized system, it's easy to store the filled pages
(with division markers for each year), and I can
find anything I'm looking for in the carton filled
with all those pages. I love browsing through it,
shopping tor images," as Allen Ginsberg said of
Walt Whitman cruising through "A Supermarket
in California." Cultivate a few other skills and ar
eas of interest besides reading and writing— fish
ing or tennis or investing in the stock market or
Chinese calligraphy or jazz, whatever— activities
that connect you with the wider world and provide
imagery and terminology for your writing. Make
up poetic exercises for yourself, if your creative
writing workshop is over or the teacher doesn't give
exercises; there are any number of good books
published in the last few years which are full of
exercises to generate poems and prose. Don't try
to publish too soon, complete a strong group of a
couple dozen poems before you open yourself up
to the stress, the rewards and disappointments, of
"po-biz"; and then, don't send first to The New
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Yorker! Read a book or two giving practical guide
lines for submitting to appropriate magazines, and
study your market—buy literary magazines at your
local bookstore or read copies in the library. Sup
port your local libraries and bookstores, too, espe
cially independent bookstores, and let them know
of your reading interests so they keep those shelves
well stocked. Get involved with literary activities
in your com m unity-if you're not currently enrolled
in a course or workshop, open-mic readings and
peer workshops are good. Make friends with po
ets and writers you meet at these gatherings; find a
few with whom you can share your work, and give
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each other feedback. Weekend and week-long writ
ers' conferences, many of which charge tuition, are
useful, because you can study for short periods with
well-known poets and writers, but be careful here,
because not all famous figures are dedicated teach
ers. Attend local readings by well-known and upand-coming younger poets, and buy and read books
of theirs. If you follow all of these suggestions,
you'll have made writing poetry an integral part of
your daily life. And these suggestions apply to as
piring prose writers as well.

